E.V. Roberts to add Southeast Technical and Service expertise to Atlanta Distribution Center
Carson, CA, September 2, 2016, E.V. Roberts – a leading distributor, manufacturer and packager of
advanced engineered materials for aerospace, composites, electronics, automotive, and other specialty
industries – is proud to announce the addition of Technical and Sales Support expertise to its growing
Atlanta Distribution Center to service the Southeast region.
Mike Stewart is the Southeast Technical Account Manager working with Delight Woodley, the new Sales
Support Specialist for the E.V. Roberts Atlanta Distribution Center. Mike Stewart has over 20 years of
technical account management experience in specialty chemicals, with time spent on both the
distributor and OEM manufacturer sides of the business in aerospace composites. Delight Woodley
brings nearly 25 years of dedicated customer service to the organization, with 16 of those years offering
impeccable sales support to aerospace and other advanced manufacturing accounts.
Since 1938, E.V. Roberts (www.evroberts.com) has been distributing adhesives, sealants, and surface
treatments for aerospace and industrial applications, as well as other specialty industries. It also
manufactures, packages, and dispenses Resin Formulators, its own line of epoxy resin systems. E.V.
Roberts’ decision to expand to the East Coast allows it to provide a superior buying experience on both
sides of the country, and deliver products faster and more efficiently than ever before.
The E.V. Roberts Atlanta facility is AS9120 certified and is equipped with 400 square feet of cold room
and freezer storage. As fully Authorized Distributors for 3M, Henkel, Momentive, and Scott Bader, it
stocks a complete selection of products that you use every day, and can easily stock and store anything
else you may require.
To schedule a free technical consultation, inventory needs assessment, or request a product quote,
please email dwoodley@evroberts.com.
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